How To Maximize
Your Charge Captures
Learn how charge capture maximization optimizes practice revenue,
increases billing speed, and boosts provider satisfaction, allowing you
to focus on what matters most—your patients.

KNOW THE FACTS

Practices lose millions of their potential annual
net revenue due to charge capture issues. Much of which
will never be recovered.
(Financial Management Association))

A 2019 survey shows that 84 percent of practices rely
in part on their EHR to capture charges but only 10% are happy
with the results they are getting.
(Healthcare Finance News)

HOW WE HELP

Charge capture maximization requires the revenue cycle
management team and providers to work closely together.
All need access and visibility to data to quickly identify
opportunities, seamlessly communicate and take action.

AUTOMATED DATA FEEDS
Using automated data feeds provide a real-time patient census and
information about the care delivered by your practice’s providers

AI ASSISTANCE
Advanced logic locates missing charges quickly and captures more
billings with intelligent coding entry assistance.

EASY-TO-USE DASHBOARD
Easy-to-use dashboard allows your practice to view and manage
workload to maximize charge capture

DID YOU KNOW?
Did you know providers and the RCM team can easily communicate and collaborate
within the platform using our secure chat and messaging tools?

WORDS FROM CUSTOMERS

“I have used other charge and billing apps and in comparison
Charge Capture is easy to use, takes less time to learn the
application. This app reduced cumbersome paper processes
and ease of reporting data is a definite plus!”

Updox offers trusted, HIPAA-compliant solutions to help you deliver
the best virtual and in-person care so you can focus on what matters most — your patients.
Updox’s broad set of capabilities include virtual health, patient engagement, paperless office
efficiency, and revenue optimization. We simplify the business of healthcare to help you focus
on what matters most — your patients.

